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	The web is all about action verbs. We click. We search. We navigate. We
	make choices. Alone among other forms of media, we’re the ones who control
	our experience.


	When organizations try to connect with their customers online, one of the
	first things they always want to know is “how can we get our users to do
	what we want them to?”


	There’s an answer to this question, but it requires a change in mindset.
	Marketers typically want to build awareness for their products, and they try
	to replicate this broadcast approach on the web. They create static designs
	that recall print ads, flashy microsites that replicate TV commercials, and
	email blasts that resemble nothing so much as a street-corner barker, yelling loudly while he tries to press a flyer into your hand.


	And then they wonder why users don’t do what they want them to.


	Organizations that want to connect with users online need to shift their
	approach from gaining awareness to building influence. Persuading people
	to behave differently means understanding how to inspire people, motivate
	them, and gain their trust.


	The user experience field might rightfully say: “Influencing user behavior?
	Why, that’s what we do!” And it’s true—if you’re looking for techniques
	to prod people into behaving a certain way, your friendly user experience
	designer can help you. They’ll tell you that the way to get users to do what
	you want them to is to design a sexier landing page, chunk pages so they
	flow better, and create an eye-catching call to action. Not working well
	enough? Just A/B test different options until you find the optimal design.


	We’ve lost our influence with users because our obsession with the medium
	means we’ve lost our focus on what really matters — the message. We’re so
	focused on form that we’ve forgotten about substance. It’s time to bring attention
	back to what we want to say, not just how and where we want to say it.


	Well, guess what? Long before there even was a web, we knew how to communicate
	our messages by tailoring them to the needs and expectations
	of an audience. We knew how to persuade people by appealing to logic or
	emotion. We knew the art of rhetoric.
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Oracle PL/SQL Programming: Guide to Oracle8i FeaturesO'Reilly, 1999
This concise and engaging guide will give you a jump start on the new PL/SQL features of Oracle8i (Oracle's revolutionary "Internet database"). It covers autonomous transactions, invoker rights, native dynamic SQL, bulk binds and collects, system-level database triggers, new built-in packages, fine-grained access control, calling Java...
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WordPress for Web Developers: An Introduction for Web ProfessionalsApress, 2013

	WordPress for Web Developers is a complete guide for web designers and developers who want to begin building and administering sites with WordPress. This book is an update of Beginning WordPress 3, freshened and clarified for web developers who want to make the most of WordPress. You'll start by learning...
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Writing from Start to Finish: A Six-Step GuideAllen & Unwin, 2002
"Can help you knock out writers block" -- Boston Herald     

       Ideal for writing a short story, essay, review, or report, this guide provides beginning writers with the hands-on direction they need to improve their writing techniques and ability. Using a six-step approach to writing, this resource covers...
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Solving for Project Risk Management: Understanding the Critical Role of Uncertainty in Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2020

	
		Risk is real?but you can manage it with this hard-hitting guide to reducing risk on any project, in any industry

	
		All projects, large and small, are subject to various risks. But the failure to manage inherent risk with diligence and know-how can lead to devastating consequences for an organization. In this...
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How Designers ThinkRoutledge, 2005

	How Designers Think is based on Bryan Lawson's many observations of designers at work, interviews with designers and their clients and collaborators. This extended work is the culmination of forty years' research and shows the belief that we all can, and do, design, and that we can learn to design better. The creative mind continues...
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Clojure High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for intermediate Clojure developers, this compact guide will raise your expertise several notches. It tackles all the fundamentals of analyzing and optimizing performance in clear, logical chapters.


	Overview

	
		See how the hardware and the JVM impact performance
	
		Learn which Java...
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